
Be prepared with a Weatheradio receiver!

Veatheradio receivers bring you the latest warnings and forecasts from the NOAA weather radio station

erving your area, usually 24 hours a day. Our SAME Weatheradios are designed to alert you when just

our specific area or county is threatened, keeping you ahead of the storm.
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NEW 7 channel SAME Weatheradio® with specific -
area weather warnings, in/outdoor temperature
Seemingly innocent -looking clouds can quickly turn into dangerous storms-be prepared
with area -specific warnings for up to 15 locations and weather reports 24 hours a day.
Easy -to -read LCD screen shows type of warning, watch, or statement in effect plus
indoor and outdoor temperatures. Selectable missed alert reminder. Display also shows
maximum/minimum temperature for both indoor and remote sensor. Temperatures are
read from a weather -resistant remote sensor-put it anywhere up to 100 feet away with
no wires to run. Add a 9V battery and all of your settings are held in memory, even if the
power goes out during a storm. Sensor requires 3 "AA" batteries.
12-255 79.99
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SAME Weatheradio with
super -accurate atomic
AM/FM alarm clock
Clock never needs setting (uses WINVB
signal). Program to receive SAME weather

alerts for up to 15 counties. Select tone or voice alert. Reminder system so you never
miss an alert. Digital AM/FM tuning with 10 presets. Dual alarm lets you wake to tone
or radio. Sleep timer, snooze. Alert breakthrough during radio broadcast. Requires 9V
battery for backup.
12-253 79.99

SAME desktop with
alerts for two areas
Using the NOAA SAME system, you can
easily program this Weatheradio so it
sounds alerts for two counties. Choose
between tone alert or voice alert. Tap
weather bar to hear weather 24 hours a
day. Requires 9V battery for backup. z.=

12-251 49.99

Digital -tuning desktop
Weatheradio with alert
Sounds loud alarm when weather station
transmits its alert signal. Tap a button and
you can listen to alert details or weather
reports anytime. Flashing LED shows if an
alert was received. External antenna ack.
Requires 9V battery for backup.
12-247 39.99

A must for campers!
Portable Weatheradio
A weather buff and storm chaser's hest
friend! Program it to receive SAME alerts
for up to 15 counties. Missed a ert
reminder system-you'll never miss an
alert. Display backlight fcr dimly lit
conditions. Weather Alert with Auto
Voice Mode. Requires 3 "AA" batteries.

12 254 59.99

Know what type
of emergency
affects you
SAME technology (Specific
Area Message Encoding)
allows NOM (National
Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration)
weather stations to broadcast
codes identifying the type of
emergency and areas affected.
This also effectively 'screens out" warnings
for distant areas still within the station's
service area, but not affecting you.

Who needs a Weatheradio?
They're a must for everyone-but especially
boaters, hunters, campers, golfers, hikers
and anyone who works outdoors. We offer
desktop and portable models, plus CBs
with a Weatheradio built in-pages 93-94.
In addition, all of our scanner radios (pages
100-105) receive NOM weather radio.

Far from a local
weather station?
Add an antenna to
boost reception
Mounts outdoors on a mast
or will fit in most attics.
Chrome -plated brass vertical

and three stainless steel horizontal elements.
For Weatheradios #12-253, #12-247,
#12-250 and earlier #12-249 model.
Requires adapter below. 20-176 19.99

Adapter. Required to connect Weatheradio to
external antenna, above. 930-0676.... 7.99

Desktop Weatheradio
Alert with SAME specific -
area warning
NOAA SAME system lets you program this
Weatheradio so it sounds alerts only when
your county or immediate area is threatened
(up to 15 locations). A backlit LCD display
indicates the type (and time remaining) of

'71:14 i) alert-tornado, flood, storm, blizzard, etc. You
can set the alarm to disregard certain types of alerts. Alarm -out terminals make it easy
to add a siren or light for a remote location using our Plug 'n Power devices. External
antenna jack. Add 9V battery for backup if AC fails.

12-250 69.99
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N 7i Mini desktop with
built-in talking clock
Less than 3' tall-ideal for a crowded
nightstand or kitchen counter. Receives all
7 NOAA frequencies. Set controls once,
then just press the play bar anytime to
hear weather broadcasts. Time announce-
ment button. Requires 3 "AA" batteries for
backup. :-:12-256 29.99

NEW Pocket-
size with
all 7 NOAA
frequencies
Ideal for golfers, campers
or even driving around
town. Auto scan picks up

the strongest signal. Audio and vibrating
alert. Just flip a switch to get current
weather information. Rubber antenna.
Up to 40 -mile range. Requires 3 "W"
batteries. z"-:12-257 29.99

To learn about weather, the SAME warning system or to get easy -to -program location codes for your area, visit: wwvv.mws.noaa.gov.

RED NUMBERS
AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.

Reception ranges are approximate and depend upon your location
and terrain. Weatheradio - is a registered trademark of RamoShack.


